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Ame Deal, a 10-year-old girl who died while stuffed inside a small footlocker, suffered a miserable life and horrific abuse at the hands of the adults who were entrusted with her care, police and court records say. Phoenix Police Department. Shirley Deal and her then infant daughter Ame Deal. Deal family. Case of Phoenix girl who died in footlocker. Shirley Deal and her then infant daughter Ame Deal. Deal family. Romley Avenue in Phoenix was home to Ame Deal, who was found dead in a footlocker on July 12, 2011. Case Discussion. Interests of the Affected Parties. Nancy Ames has an interest in doing her job as smoothly and efficiently as possible, for her own peace of mind and so that she will be perceived as competent by her supervisor. She also has an interest in maintaining good professional relationships with all those with whom she works since communication is critical to carrying out her job. Mr. Ames was arrested on Feb. 20 is accused of working for Moscow since at least 1985 and in the process betraying at least 10 foreign agents working for the United States, officials said. There may be no connection whatsoever, but the possibility must be explored. Consider the case of Mr. Yurchenko, the deputy chief of Soviet intelligence operations against the United States, who appeared to have defected to Washington in August 1985 but suddenly returned to Moscow three months later.